
rates were considerable. In the Cochrane review on
galantamine,16 the randomisation procedure was the
sole indicator of methodological quality of the
included trials, and the higher rates of dropouts in
patients treated with galantamine did not lead to a dif-
ferent interpretation of results. Also, dropout rates up
to 35% did not influence conclusions in the systematic
review on rivastigmine by Birks et al.17 Whitehead et
al18 performed a meta-analysis of individual patients’
data from randomised controlled trials on donepezil,
and Ritchie et al19 carried out a meta-analysis of
published data from randomised controlled trials on
donepezil, rivastigmine, and galantamine. No attempt
was made in either meta-analysis to consider the qual-
ity of the included trials. Since all individual trials show
considerable methodological shortcomings, the results
of both meta-analyses are questionable as well. The
same lack of assessment of methodological quality of
the reviewed trials is found in the review of the Ameri-
can Academy of Neurology.2

Conclusions
Clinicians often argue that cholinesterase inhibitors
have an effect in a subgroup of only 10-20% of patients
with Alzheimer’s disease. As this subgroup cannot be
identified in advance, they conclude that all patients with
Alzheimer’s disease should be treated. Firstly, however,
this observation could also be due to a placebo effect.
Secondly, if there are subgroups of patients who benefit
research should focus on the definition of responders.
Thirdly, if the efficacy of the drugs is tested at the level of
individual patients, clear reassessment procedures are
needed for clinical practice.
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What is already known on this topic

It is generally assumed that several randomised
controlled trials have proved the beneficial effect
of cholinesterase inhibitors in patients with
Alzheimer’s disease on cognitive and global
outcome measures

Numerous “evidence based reviews” support this
assumption

What this study adds

Recommendations for the use of cholinesterase
inhibitors do not seem to be evidence based

Benefits measured on rating scales were minimal

The methodological quality of the available trials
was poor

Corrections and clarifications

Indian government bans smoking in new films and TV
serials
The caption to the photograph accompanying this
News article by Ganapati Mudur, was misleading
(BMJ 2005;330:1468, 25 Jun). The wording gave
the impression that the actor Amitabh Bachchan
has a passion for smoking bidis. In fact, it is not the
actor but the character Dashrath Singh who has
this smoking passion. We have corrected the full
text version on bmj.com.

The role of healthcare delivery in the outcome of
meningococcal disease in children: case-control study of
fatal and non-fatal cases
In this article by Nelly Ninis and colleagues (BMJ
2005;330:1475-8, 25 Jun), we muddled the job title
for author Simon Nadel; he is a consultant in
paediatric intensive care. And the funding section
should clarify that the the Meningitis Research
Foundation only partly funded the study.

Why clinicians are natural bayesians: Authors’ reply
Christopher J Gill and colleagues, the authors of
this letter (BMJ 2005;330:1390,11 Jun), have
alerted us to an error in the formula converting
proportions to odds—the minus sign should have
been a plus sign. The correct formula is therefore:
Probability = 1/1(1+odds).
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